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A. General Economics and Teaching

B. Methodology and History of Economic Thought

B.0 General


C. Mathematical and Quantitative Methods

C.0 General


C.1 Econometric and statistical methods: general


C.2 Econometric methods: single equation models


C.5 Econometric modelling

C.6  *Mathematical methods and programming*


C.7  *Game theory and bargaining theory*

Dziubiński, M., “*Spatial Games and Their Applications*”, PhD, Lancaster, November 2009, (iv)

D.  *MICROECONOMICS*

D.0  *General*


Ervik, D, “*Essays on Sector Specific Risk, Educational Choices and Mobility Across Sectors*”, PhD, Cambridge, July 2009, (v)

D.1  *Household behaviour and family economics*

Wakefield, M, “*Consumption and Saving Decisions in the Face of Choices about Housing and Pensions*”, PhD, University College London, April 2009, (ii).


D.2  *Production and organisations*

Nguyen, M.H, “*Determinants and Government Policies to Establish Private Small-Medium Enterprises (SMES)*”, PhD, Aberdeen, November 2009, (i), (ii), (iii).


D.3  *Distribution*

D.4 Market structure and pricing


D.5 General equilibrium and disequilibrium


E. MACROECONOMICS AND MONETARY ECONOMICS

E.0 General


Koo, J, “Asymmetric monetary policy in Korea”, M.Phil, Manchester, January 2009, (iii), (v)


E.2 Consumption, saving, production, employment and investment


E.3 Prices, business fluctuations and cycles


Casalin, F, “The Term Structure of Interest Rates and Its Macroeconomic Determinants”, PhD, Strathclyde, November 2009, (v)

E.5 Monetary policy, central banking, and the supply of money and credit


E.6 Macroeconomic aspects of public finance, macroeconomic policy and general outlook
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F. INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS

F.0 General


Bointon, A, “Patterns of Trade and Specialisation in Europe and their implications for Monetary Union”, PhD, Manchester, August 2009, (iii), (v).


F.1 Trade
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F.2 International factor movements


Hoefele, A, “Essays in International Trade”, PhD, Strathclyde, July 2010, (iv)

F.3 International finance


F.4 Macroeconomic aspects of international trade and finance


Martyn Shannon, M, “The Effects of Changing Multinational Investment Behaviour on Developed and Developing Countries”, PhD, Strathclyde, July 2010

G. FINANCIAL ECONOMICS

G.0 General
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G.1 General financial markets


G.2 Financial institutions and services


H. Public Economics

H.0 General


H.2 Taxation and subsidies


H.3 Fiscal policies and the behaviour of economic agents


I. HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE

I.1 Health


Fernandes, P. de O, “The effects of rurality and remoteness on hospital costs in Scotland”, PhD, Aberdeen, April 2009, (i), (ii), (iii).


Castelli, A, “Measurement of Health System Performance”, PhD, York, July 2009, (iv), (v)


Avitable, C, “Information and Healthcare in Developed and Developing Countries”, PhD, University College London, April 2009, (ii).


I.2 Education


I.3 Welfare and Poverty


J. LABOUR AND DEMOGRAPHIC ECONOMICS

J.0 General


J.1 Demographic economics


J.2 Time allocation, work behaviour and employment determination


J.3 Wages, compensation and labour costs


K. LAW AND ECONOMICS

K.0 General

Qiao, Y, “Funding arrangements in the modern market for legal services”, PhD, Surrey, 2008, (iv), (v).

L. INDUSTRIAL ORGANISATION

L.0 General


L.1 Market structure, firm strategy and market performance


L.2 Firm objectives, organisation and behaviour


L.5 Regulation and industrial policy


L.6 Industry studies: manufacturing


M. BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND BUSINESS ECONOMICS: MARKETING; ACCOUNTING - NO ENTRIES.

N. ECONOMIC HISTORY

N.1 Macroeconomics: growth and fluctuations


N.5 Agriculture, natural resources and extractive industries

O. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

O.0 General


O.1 Economic development


Sarr, M, “Essays on Resources and Institutions”, PhD, University College London, March 2009, (ii)
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O.2 Development planning and policy


O.3 Technological change


O.4 Economic growth and aggregate productivity


O.5 Economy-wide country studies


P. ECONOMIC SYSTEMS

P.0 General


Q. AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS

Q.3 Non-renewable resources and conservation


Nezhad, M., “An Examination of the Economic and Legal Aspects of Foreign Investment in the Iranian Oil Industry”, PhD, Aberdeen, November 2008, (i), (ii), (iii).

Q.4 Energy


R. URBAN, RURAL AND REGIONAL ECONOMICS

R.4 Transport


R.5 Regional government analysis
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